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Heat pipes are heat transfer devices that rely, most commonly, on the evaporation and condensation of
a working ﬂuid contained within them, with passive pumping of the condensate back to the evaporator.
They are sometimes referred to as ‘thermal superconductors’ because of their exceptionally high effective
thermal conductivity (substantially higher than any metal). This, together with several other characteristics make them attractive to a range of intensiﬁed unit operations, particularly reactors. The majority
of modern computers deploy heat pipes for cooling of the CPU.
The application areas of heat pipes come within a number of broad groups, each of which describes
a property of the heat pipe. The ones particularly relevant to chemical reactors are:
i. Separation of heat source and sink.
ii. Temperature ﬂattening, or isothermalisation.
iii. Temperature control.
Chemical reactors, as a heat pipe application area, highlight the beneﬁts of the heat pipe based on
isothermalisation/temperature ﬂattening device and on being a highly effective heat transfer unit.
Temperature control, done passively, is also of relevance. Heat pipe technology offers a number of
potential beneﬁts to reactor performance and operation. The aim of increased yield of high purity, high
added value chemicals means less waste and higher proﬁtability. Other intensiﬁed unit operations, such
as those employing sorption processes, can also proﬁt from heat pipe technology.
This paper describes several variants of heat pipe and the opportunities for their use in intensiﬁed
plant, and will give some current examples.
Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The control of chemical processes is becoming increasingly
demanding, driven by the necessity to reduce by-products, improve
the quality of the chemical being produced, and minimise energy
consumption. In some respects intensifying a process step, while
offering a number of well-documented advantages [1], can create
its own demands in areas such as thermal control if the full beneﬁts
of PI are to be realised. PI of reactions for instance is often achieved
via enhancing mixing, such that the reaction is no longer mass
transfer/mixing limited, and can progress at its “intrinsic” rate. This
can be orders of magnitude faster than previously observed rates,
so can lead to orders of magnitude increases in the rate of heat
release.
There are several ways of controlling temperature in chemical
reactions. The integration of heat exchangers and reactors in
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micro-reactors and similarly-conﬁgured larger ‘heat exchangerreactors’, allow rapid heat transfer thereby accommodating the
large exotherms associated with the high reaction rates achieved
in many of these units. Also, heat pipes may be used for cooling
duties, as proposed by IMM and collaborators in Mainz, Germany,
as illustrated later [2]. For larger plant and bio-reactors the integration of effective heat transfer with reactors is less successful,
and if precise control is required the options are few. ‘Control’ in
this context may apply to heat removal, heat input, isothermalisation (to allow spatially uniform reaction) and precise
temperature control.
The heat pipe can be a highly effective tool for isothermalising,
thermally managing and controlling chemical processes that are
exo- or endothermic, whether intensiﬁed or not. In its specialised
forms, as a variable conductance heat pipe and/or with high gravity
ﬁelds imposed by rotation, it promises either passive or active
control to a degree not possible with other methods, across a wide
range of temperatures, (from cryogenic regimes to temperatures at
which liquid metals, are used as heat pipe working ﬂuids), and heat
ﬂuxes.
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A heat pipe [3] is a two-phase liquidevapour heat transfer
device that in its basic form is a sealed tube lined internally with
a wick to generate capillary action. The wick is saturated with
a working ﬂuid, the choice of which depends upon the operating
temperature range, e.g. water is used at 30e200  C, sodium at
600e900  C. By evaporation, vapour ﬂow along the pipe, condensation and return of the condensate in the wick, the heat pipe can
passively transfer substantial amounts of heat with very small
temperature differences between the evaporator and condenser
sections, giving the device a very high effective thermal conductivity: several hundred times that of solid copper. A simple heat
pipe and its basic liquid/vapour transport, is shown in Fig. 1, below.
Note that where a wick is omitted and gravity, or other forces, are
used to facilitate liquid transport in the pipe, the device is
commonly called a “thermosyphon”. The most proliﬁc use for heat
pipes is in controlling the temperature of Central Processors (CPUs)
in desktop and laptop computers. The market is millions of units/
week.
Heat pipes can also be made in a variety of geometries including
annular form e.g. in isothermal reactors/furnaces, and as ﬂat plates.
The small internal temperature differences, regardless of
geometry, give some self-sustainable temperature ﬂattening via
feedback to any areas outside the heat pipe wall, so peaks/hot spots
in a stirred pot reactor can be reduced and e.g. temperature proﬁles
ﬂattened.

mode. It was observed [3] that as heat was put into the evaporator
section of the heat pipe, the hydrogen generated was swept to the
condenser section. An equilibrium situation shown in Fig. 2 was
reached. Subsequent visual observation of high-temperature heat
pipes, and temperature measurements, indicated that the working
ﬂuid vapour and the non-condensable gas were segregated, that
a sharp interface, with minimal diffusion, existed between the
working ﬂuid and the non-condensable gas and that the noncondensable gas effectively blocked off the condenser section (RHS
in Fig. 2) it occupied, stopping any local heat transfer. Signiﬁcantly,
it was also observed that the non-condensable gas interface moved
along the pipe as a function of the thermal energy being transported by the working ﬂuid vapour, and it was concluded that
suitable positioning of the gas interface could be used to control the
temperature of the heat input section (evaporator e LHS) within
close limits. Most interestingly, it was found that that crude but
effective control could be achieved in a totally passive manner in
this basic heat pipe.
The type of VCHP described above is of the passively controlled
type. The active condenser length varies in accordance with
temperature changes in various parts of the system e see Fig. 3. An
increase in evaporator temperature causes an increase in vapour
pressure of the working ﬂuid, which causes the gas to compress
into a smaller volume, releasing a larger amount of active
condenser length for heat rejection. Conversely, a drop in evaporator temperature results in a lower vapour surface area. The net
effect is to provide a passively controlled variable condenser area
that increases or decreases heat transfer in response to the heat
pipe vapour temperature.

2.2. The variable conductance heat pipe (VCHP)

2.3. Feedback control applied to the VCHP

The variable conductance heat pipe (VCHP), sometimes called in
a speciﬁc variant the gas-controlled or gas-loaded heat pipe, has
a unique feature that sets it apart from other types of heat pipe. This
is its ability to maintain a device mounted at the evaporator at
a near constant temperature, independent of the amount of power
being generated by the device. Variable conductance heat pipes are
now routinely used in many applications. These applications range
from thermal control of components and systems on satellites to
precise temperature calibration duties [8] and conventional electronics temperature control. Their use in chemical plants would be
novel, although they are proposed for use in nuclear reactors [4].
The temperature control functions of a gas-buffered heat pipe
were ﬁrst observed as a result of non-condensable gas generation
within a sodium/stainless steel basic heat pipe e in effect a failure

Much of the subsequent work on heat pipes containing noncondensable or inert gases has been in developing means for
controlling the positioning of the gas front, and in ensuring that the
degree of temperature control achievable is sufﬁcient to enable
components adjacent to the evaporator section to be operated at
essentially constant temperatures, independent of their heat
dissipation rates, over a wide range of powers.
The ﬁrst extension of the simple form of gas-buffered pipe
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 was the addition of a reservoir downstream
of the condenser section. This was added to allow all the heat pipe
length to be effective when the pipe was operating at maximum
capability and to provide more precise control of the vapour
temperature. The reservoir could also be conveniently sealed using
a valve. The early workers in the ﬁeld of cold-reservoir VCHP’s were

Fig. 1. A tubular heat pipe (Courtesy Thermacore Ltd.).

Fig. 2. A liquid sodium heat pipe, showing the non-condensable gas (RHS), the sharp
interface between that and the hot vapour, and, incidentally, the capillary ‘pump’
operating to return liquid sodium against gravity to the evaporator (LHS).

2. The heat pipe
2.1. The basic heat pipe
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Fig. 3. Three stages of VCHP operation, as a function of increasing ambient temperature e maximum heat rejection occurs in the upper ﬁgure, when the evaporator (LHS)
is generating most heat (Courtesy Thermacore Ltd.).

troubled by vapour diffusion into the reservoir, followed by
condensation, even if liquid ﬂow into the gas area had been
arrested. It was found necessary to wick the reservoir of a coldreservoir unit in order to enable the condensate to be removed.
These ‘cold-reservoir’ VCHPs are very sensitive to changes in the
sink temperature that could affect reservoir temperature and
pressure. To overcome this limitation, hot reservoir units were
developed [6] that employed feedback control. Active electric
feedback control may be used, as shown in Fig. 4, and passive
control using a bellows is feasible. These allow very precise
temperature control of regions outside the evaporator section e
often to within fractions of a degree Celsius. Applications have
included control of heat rejection in sodiumesulphur batteries [7]
and in the thermal control of engines used for cogeneration of heat
and power [9].
3. Heat pipes in chemical reactors
The selection of chemical reactors, static or rotating (in the form
of packed beds) as a heat pipe application area allows certain
beneﬁts of the heat pipe to be highlighted: their use as isothermalisation/temperature ﬂattening devices and as highly
effective heat transfer units. The Variable Conductance Heat Pipe
(VCHP) can also be effective in reactor temperature control, an area
yet to be fully exploited. Heat pipe technology offers a number of
potential beneﬁts to reactor performance and operation. Reay and
Ramshaw [11] listed the following six positive effects the heat pipe
might have on reactor behaviour:
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1. Isothermal operation where the heat pipe would be inherently
safe for the removal of reaction hotspots (and coldspots), and
for uniform heat input and isothermalisation [18].
2. The capability to deal with high heat ﬂuxes, both radial and
axial. Liquid metal heat pipes can be used in high temperature
chemical reactors.
3. Heat pipes have much faster response times to a thermal input
than, say, a solid conductor. They can therefore be used to speed
up the heating of a catalyst support structure (and the catalyst),
easing light-off in natural gas combustion, as an example.
4. A range of heat pipe working ﬂuids can be selected to cover
most temperatures envisaged in catalysis.
5. Variable conductance heat pipes can be designed to maintain
the temperature of catalysts or reactors near or on their surface
at a constant temperature, independent of heat generation
rates. This opportunity for reactor control could be highly
important in temperature/heat ﬂux critical reactions.
6. Heat pipes have already been used to even out temperature
excursions in reactors, thereby increasing yield and hence
reactor efﬁciency.
In order to improve their ability to support a catalyst, it is worth
pointing out that heat pipe surfaces have been plasma-sprayed
with materials such as alumina and are therefore readily treatable as catalyst support members.
3.1. Basic thermal management
The use of a heat pipe heat sink for passively cooling a microreactor for ionic liquid synthesis [2] prevented thermal runaway
at high reactor throughputs (see Fig. 5 for the module).
The authors reported good thermal control (with fan assistance)
at ﬂow rates in the reactor as high as 20 ml/min.
3.2. Reactive heat pipe surfaces
While there remain some technical difﬁculties in a number of
applications, in particular at very high temperatures, and examples of their use are few, there has in the last few years been
increased interest in achieving uniformity of reactor temperature,
and thus good product quality. The reason for this is that
increased yield of high purity, high added value chemicals (such

Fig. 4. Active feedback controlled VCHP e the temperature sensor controls the heater in the gas reservoir as a function of evaporator temperature. This allows the gas/vapour
interface to be adjusted to suit [3].
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Fig. 5. A ﬁnned fan-assisted heat pipe heat sink (originally for CPU cooling) used for
thermal management of a micro-reactor [2]. Fig. 5 is reprinted from Chemical Engineering Journal, Vol. 155, Loewe, H, Axinte, R.D., Breuch, D and Hofmann, C. Heat pipe
controlled syntheses of ionic liquids in microstructured reactors, pp. 548e550, 2009,
with permission from Elsevier.

as pharmaceutical products) means less waste and higher proﬁtability. As mentioned above, some conventional reactors, such as
the ‘stirred pot’, can be characterised by highly non-uniform
temperature distributions. Early work relevant to heat pipe use
in reactors was in the United States [5]. Although not directly
employing heat pipes, the proposal was for a tube wall reactor in
which a Raney catalyst is sprayed directly onto the heat transfer
surface, and the energy of the reaction is transferred directly to
boiling thermal ﬂuid through the tube wall. This system was
operated successfully.
One view of a heat pipe linked to a reactor [11] was to put
a catalyst onto the surface of a heat pipe (or other heat exchanger)
and carry out the reaction thereon. This was studied in the context
of a catalytic incinerator, in which the catalyst was put on the
tubes of a waste heat boiler, combining two unit operations
(catalytic incinerator and waste heat boiler). Callinan and Burford
[12] suggested that surface heat transfer coefﬁcients on a ﬁnned
tube coated with a catalyst could be of the order of 900 W/m2 K;
over an order of magnitude greater than a forced convection
coefﬁcient.
A recent patent described the use of heat pipes as the catalyst
support. A heat pipe aided reactor for HCN production has been
patented by Invista Technologies [10]. In Fig. 6, heat pipes, 20, have
a Pt-based catalyst on their outer surface to react ammonia and
methane, and the heat pipes take heat from an external heater to
raise the gas stream 150 to 1000e1300  C, giving up to 40%
conversion to HCN. The catalyst-coated gauze give a boost to >90%.
A second group of heat pipes, 22, cools the gas to around 500  C.
This second heat pipe heat exchanger is coated with alumina to
prevent HCN degradation. Because of the high temperatures,
lithium is proposed as the heat pipe working ﬂuid, and niobium 1%
zirconium as the wall material: quite a challenge for heat pipe
technology.

Fig. 6. The Invista Technologies HCN reactor using high temperature heat pipes [10].

Fig. 7. The stratiﬁed ﬂow polymerisation reactor employing heat pipes [20].

3.3. Polymerisation reactions with heat pipes
Polymerisation has attracted applications of heat pipes. In the
manufacturer of styrene/butadiene rubber, cold emulsion polymerisation in reactor trains has employed ammonia thermosyphons (heat pipes operating with gravity return of the condensate)
to keep the reactor at 5  C and under control by removing the
exothermic heat of reaction [19]. In the example of 15 stirred tank
reactors in series, it was shown that with thermosyphons used for
heat removal and isothermalisation, a simple proportional
controller was sufﬁcient to keep reactor temperature fully under
control.
More recently [20] Saudi Basic Industries has patented the use of
heat pipes in a stratiﬁed ﬂow polymerisation reactor.
In this reactor, illustrated in Fig. 7, the heat transfer ﬁns are
mounted on one or more vertical heat pipes e a single unit, identiﬁed as 24 in the ﬁgure, is shown here. It is claimed that the
conductive ﬁns (which could be ﬂat plate heat pipes to give even
better performance) together with the vertical heat pipe, maintain
isothermal reactor conditions without the need for agitators. It was
thought this would be particularly useful where high viscosities

Fig. 8. The single module contains two heat pipes, the LHS in the adsorber bed, the
RHS being an evaporator or condenser, depending upon whether the bed is acting
exothermically or being regenerated [13].
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3.4. Sorption reactions

Fig. 9. Circumferential heat pipes located in a honeycomb to isothermalise the
structure [16].

Heat pipes have been actively investigated in adsorption reactions. These have been strongly promoted during the last 20 years
for heat pumping with ammonia (or methanol) as the working
ﬂuid. As with all solid-gas reactions where a ’bed’ is used, regeneration is generally a slow process due to the poor thermal
conductivity of the bed. Metal inserts can be incorporated into the
solid reactor to assist heating and/or cooling of the bulk material. A
more effective way is believed to be to use variants of heat pipes to
improve the heat transfer in solidegas systems. Critoph, at Warwick University is one of the principal exponents of enhanced
adsorption cycle performance [13].
One such heat pipe element used in an adsorption bed is shown
in Fig. 8.
Absorption is another area where intensiﬁcation has a strong
role to play. Heat pipes can be subject to accelerating and high-g
ﬁelds under certain circumstances and with special conﬁgurations.
The fabrication in Fig. 9, ultimately destined for use in space
where temperature non-uniformities can be as much of a problem
as in chemical reactors, could readily be transformed into a rotating
packed bed (RPB). Newcastle University is discussing ways in which
heat pipe technology could beneﬁt RPBs.
3.5. High temperature heat pipes and isothermal mufﬂes

Fig. 10. The view into a sodium heat pipe furnace mufﬂe.

were encountered. In an example quoted, the stream of 70% styrene
in toluene ﬂowing at 10,000 kg/h is reacted and it was desirable to
keep the reaction at 100  C. The reactor vessel was about 2.5 m
diameter and 5 m long with a 2 h residence time.

Foster Wheeler in the United States patented the use of heat
pipes in a reforming reactor. US Patent 4315893 was ﬁled on 17
December 1980 and is associated with the utilisation of the
combustion gases from a gas turbine to provide a heat input to the
reactor. Applications cited include the production of methanol,
ammonia, as feed to a FischereTropsch-type reactor and/or fuel cell
gas. The US heat pipe manufacturer Dynatherm has described an
‘isothermal processing vessel’ that can be used as a chemical
reactor. It is claimed that hot or cold zones on reactor walls are
eliminated. The reactor design is based upon the isothermal
furnace mufﬂes developed in the 1970s by several makers of liquid
metal working ﬂuid heat pipes: an example is shown in Fig. 10.
These were annular heat pipes, the inside of the chamber formed by
the annulus being an excellent temperature-controlled furnace

Fig. 11. The support system associated with an annular mufﬂe capable of giving a spatial temperature uniformity of 10 mK or better. (Thermacore illustration).
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mufﬂe, which can also be used for growing crystals under precise
conditions. Richardson et al. at the University of Houston [14]
employed sodium heat pipes in their prototype steam reformer.
Some years prior to this, another US research team studied the use
of an annular heat pipe to cool a tube wall catalytic reactor [15]. It
was found that the heat pipe gave better temperature stability,
greater ﬂexibility and increased productivity compared to
conventional cooling methods. The impact of the more uniform
heat load, caused by the inherent redistribution of heat created by
the annular unit, was particularly beneﬁcial. The associated support
system is shown in Fig. 11.
Work is still under way on heat pipe reactors in China. In fact,
China is the origin of some of the early work on reactor isothermalisation using heat pipes [16]. The research team at Nanjing
University of Technology [17] believes that heat pipes can
contribute towards raising the output and yield of reactors. The
university has been aiming at the development of a heat pipe
chemical reactor ‘inﬁnitely approaching’ the optimal reaction
temperature under high temperature and high-pressure conditions
(480  C, 32 MPa). Research was conducted on an ammonia
converter used in fertiliser production. The aim is to optimise the
temperature distribution in the reactor bed and increase the net
ammonia yield without increasing the ﬂow resistance.
4. Mixing and heat transfer
Stirrers in Stirred Tank Reactors (STRs) have often been adapted to perform a direct heat transfer duty: the induction or
resistance-heated stirrers are cases in point. Static mixers are also
examples where mixing and heat transfer can beneﬁcially occur
simultaneously, and efforts are of course made to promote more
effective heat transfer in these, particularly where reactions take
place.
The unit illustrated in Fig. 12 is a prototype static mixer designed
for a speciﬁc role in the food processing industry. The mixing
elements projecting through the tube wall are wicked heat pipes e
i.e. they can, using the capillary action generated, transfer heat into
or out of the products being mixed/reacted inside the pipe. Each of
the 100 plus heat pipes can transfer between 10 and 50 W,
depending upon orientation and temperature level, and an interesting aspect of the customer requirement in this case was that
heating of the mix was required initially, followed by downstream
cooling. Not shown is the jacket that formed an annular heat
transfer ﬂuid passage, carrying in one section hot liquid and in

Fig. 12. A prototype static mixer for the food sector, incorporating radial heat pipes to
heat and then cool the mix inside the tube.

a second section chilled water, allowing the heat pipes to heat and
subsequently cool the mix. The heat pipes helped to control the
heating and cooling rate e in the latter case the heat pipe control
ensuring that lower viscosity limits were not exceeded.
This was a speciﬁc mixing/temperature control unit, but there is
no reason why sophisticated heat pipe designs could readily control
exo- or endothermic reactions in static mixers, while doubling as
mixers. The use of heat pipes in similar roles as components of
bafﬂes in oscillatory bafﬂed reactors (OBRs) has also been
discussed.
5. Conclusions
As a passive ‘super thermal conductor’ the heat pipe has
a number of obvious roles to play in chemical processes, particularly in reactor isothermalisation, heat removal and addition.
The heat pipe in its basic form is an excellent passive device for
temperature ﬂattening/isothermalisation.
The variable conductance heat pipe could be an important
passive method of temperature control.
Annular heat pipes can bring about longitudinal isothermalisation, which is desirable in a range of chemical reactions, and as
a form of in situ heat integration.
Heat pipes are able to effectively separate heat source and sink,
providing inherently safe thermal control.
The heat pipe’s versatility in terms of operating temperature,
geometry, controllability and heat transport capability suggest that
it should be seriously considered as an alternative to a number
of current thermal methods and might allow radical redesign of
plant e paralleling that of PI itself.
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